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Introduction
The Polygraph Validation Test (PVT) is an innovative testing method originally invented to help to protect against false positive outcomes and assist the examiner in
overcoming denials from individuals later verified as deceptive. This paper will further explore its use in solving conflicted polygraph results and confirming deliberate
distortions by examinees in their original examinations as an attempt at countermeasures or augmentations.
*
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Countermeasures are deliberate attempts by a deceptive examinee to distort the polygraph data in an attempt to create a truthful or inconclusive outcome. Augmentations are deliberate attempts by a truthful examinee to distort the polygraph data
in an attempt to ensure a correct truthful outcome. While examiners are often able
to identify deliberate distortions, they cannot distinguish if these distortions were
motivated by someone trying to beat the test or someone trying to help the examiner
make the proper decision.
The PVT is administered in a Peak of Tension (POT) format, where the issue of each
question concerns a possible cause of an examinee failing, or why they may have had
a problem in their original comparison question test (CQT).

Method
In our profession, we sometimes encounter a client who is not fully confident with
our results or the fact that our result does not serve his or her goals. For example,
a theft occurred in a secured place and one of the guards is suspected of being involved. The security company sends the guard to be tested and the result is deceptive.
This result may result in the security company assuming responsibility for the theft,
or worse, even losing the contract. Which is why the security company sends the
guard to be retested by another polygraph firm. The new firm for whatever reason
fails to consult the first polygraphers. They run a new examination, and surprisingly
the result is non-deceptive. Now the question which of the results is correct arises?
In September 2015, I was invited to conduct a large quantity of tests in another
country. I do not speak its native language nor do I know any examiner who does.
Due to the large quantity of tests, I brought another female examiner to participate
in the project.
I decided to use the Integrated Zone Comparison Technique (IZCT) with four (4)
relevant questions for the first CQT. The sequence was:
Chart I: IR1 SCR IR4 C5 R6 C8 R9 C11 R12 C14 R15 13
Chart II: IR1 C5 R15 C8 R6 C11 R9 C14 R15 SCR 13
Chart III: IR1 SCR IR4 R12 C5 R15 C8 R6 C11 R9 C14 13
If needed Chart IV was added.
The client invited his employees to take a polygraph test. After an employee arrived,
a representative of the client debriefed him or her and received a verbal consent to
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take the test (all examinees were aware of the issue being investigated). After a short
period of time, the employee entered the examination room, and a pre-test interview
was conducted. The test questions were then reviewed with the examinee, and the
examinee signed an authorisation agreement to take the test.
Two instruments were used: a Limestone – Paragon by me, and a Lafayette LX4000
by the other examiner. The tests were conducted at two sites, and the examinees were
divided into three subgroups. Experienced employees, trained but inexperienced employees, and employees still in training.
After starting the project we encountered the following problems:
1.
2.
4.
5.

The native language of the examinees was other than English.
The examinees’ English vocabulary was mainly related to the line of work.
Some of the examinees had not used the English language for a long time.
There were cultural differences between the examinees and the examiner which
could affect the development and strength of the comparison questions.
6. What will the effect of one examiner being female be?
7. The examinees know each other, which causes leaking of information concerning
the test procedure and the comparison questions (as creative as we can be, there
is a limited number of possibilities).
8. Countermeasures are learnt from the Internet and the staff may teach one another.
The Company’s policy was to give a second chance to every examinee who fails the
test. Unlike at school, university or other similar exams, where – should you fail an
exam, you need to practice or study, and then you should pass the re-examination
easily, the lie in a polygraph exam cannot be changed.
The client’s demand was to conduct a re-examination on all those who failed the
initial test with us, as well as some re-examinations on employees who had failed the
test with a different polygraph provider.
At this point we needed to find a way to show and explain conflicted results or verify
a deceptive result in the first test.
On arrival to the re-examinations the examinees were informed that they had not
passed the initial test and were instructed to cooperate with the examiner, to be
truthful and to try to resolve the problem.
When entering the second test, all examinees were informed by the examiner that
there were going to be two exams conducted on that day. The first was to be similar
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to the first test, with questions adjusted only if needed, and the second one was to
find out the reason for a negative result in either the initial or the re-examination.
In total, we had fifty-one (51) re-examinations. Twenty-one (21) of the examinees
neither gave explanation for their reactions nor made any admissions. Six (6) gave
some explanation. Four (4) offered confessions. Seven (7) said that they had a problem understanding English. Three (3) examinees attempted active countermeasures.
Let me start with two cases involving countermeasures:

Case A

Case B
Since we had two examiners, the decision was made that the re-examination and the
PVT would not be done by the original examiner in order to provide the examinee
with a fair and unbiased examination. Before the re-examination both the examinees
in question were told the following: ‘I saw that you tried to influence the result of
the test. Please don’t try to help yourself as it will cause the opposite outcome’. The
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examinee in Case A admitted googling polygraph, but denied applying countermeasures. However, the data on his charts on the re-examination were totally different:

After arriving at a non-deceptive result, a PVT was administered. In the PVT, question C4 referred to the Comparison Questions in the original test, and R5 referred
to the Relevant target issue. We found that the examinee’s most salient question
drawing his psychological set were C4 (classic POT reaction – decrease to point of
deception then increase) ‘Did you lie to any of the personal questions?’ and C6, ‘Did
you try to influence the result of the exam?’ Therefore I believe that the examinee
wanted to make sure he would be found truthful.
The examinee in Case B questioned us as to what was observed in the original charts
that led us to believe he attempted countermeasures. He was given no answer.
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His PVT is presented below:

The examinee ceased attempting countermeasures and showed significant reactions
to R5 ‘Did you lie to the target issue?’ and N3 ‘Did you try to influence the result
of the test?’ Actually, the PVT appeared to confuse the examinee as he did not know
what to do or where to attempt distortions.
In the first case, we were able to conclude we had deliberate distortions (augmentations) by a truthful person trying to help us make the proper decision, while the
second examinee attempted deliberate distortions (countermeasures) in an attempt
to beat the test.
As regards the examinees who gave no explanation, the second test showed deception
again. There was no change from the original results! As explained before, to make
sure that no unexpected issue affected the result (cultural difference, weak comparison question, language problems, etc.) we conducted a PVT. In all deceptive cases
except one, without any explanation, the PVT showed that the examinee focused
his attention on the question ‘because you lied regarding involvement in the target
issue?’ In the one exception, the examinee failed to show significant responses to any
of the questions.
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Regarding those who gave confessions or explanations, they clearly showed significant reactions indicating a non-deceptive result in their PVT.
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Conclusions
The PVT clearly helps the examiner to reconfirm his/her results and support the initial finding with something objective that is not related to the efficiency of comparison question. In addition, in cases where there is suspicion of deliberate distortions,
they can easily be confirmed with the use of the PVT.

Abstract
This paper involves fifty-one re-examinations of original polygraph tests that resulted
in conflicted outcomes and examinations where deliberate distortions were believed
to have been employed. The Polygraph Validation Test (PVT) was successfully employed in these re-examinations to rectify the original problems and/or confirm attempts by examinees at countermeasures or augmentations.
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Introduction
The previous study presented my observations concerning the practice of Searching
Peak of Tension test (SPOT) application during the examination of the subjects later
proved to be perpetrators (Jaworski 2015). I concluded that physiological parameters
of the subjects show their great emotional activation caused by the SPOT questions;
moreover, activation increased when the test was repeated, which was substantiated
by the increased pulse rate, high diastolic blood pressure, and changing rate and
depth of breathing. I put forth a hypothesis that physiological parameters of the innocent subjects (groundlessly suspected) will display less activation, which will tend
*
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to decrease in the second chart. The SPOT charts for the perpetrators would differ
from those of the innocent subjects in two aspects:
• the degree of activation in the first SPOT application in comparison with average
‘resting’ parameters,
• the change of the activation level in consecutive SPOT charts.
If this hypothesis were confirmed, SPOT charts might become an additional diagnostic premise during a CQT examination and provide an auxiliary function. As
mentioned above, additional diagnostic premises could be helpful during an examination of subjects suspected of murder when there is a problem with formulating
control questions so that their content is as significant emotionally as that of the
relevant questions.
This argument is quoted primarily by the opponents of the CQT. They also claim
that physiological parameters of innocent people may indicate great activation, but
their emotions may be triggered by causes other than concealing their participation
in a murder: questioning their positive relationship with the deceased, indignation at
groundless suspicions, fear of an error which an expert can make. While the practice
does not confirm these reservations, they cannot be ignored, especially if there is an
opportunity to acquire the parameters useful for correcting a possible error.
In my experience, the SPOT is very rarely administered in the examination of the
innocent subjects. This has resulted from the preliminary assessment of the CQT
chart: I resigned from the application of the SPOT when the subjects’ reactions to
the control questions in the CQT were greater than the reactions to the relevant
questions. I applied the SPOT only in a few cases, when more than one fact incriminated the subject and when these facts were interpreted by the investigators
as evidence of the subject’s involvement in the murder (as perpetrator or at least
accomplice). Such interpretation of the facts was also adopted by the people around
the subject (friends, neighbours), and the members of the family of the missing or
murdered person (some of them feared for their lives). A description of these circumstances may seem unnecessary, but they are an argument in support of the accuracy
of polygraph examination even if the subjects are affected by the emotions caused by
additional sources. They may contribute to the discussion of the emotional activation of the groundlessly suspected subjects.

Case 1
A man went missing in 1979. The residents of the village where he lived were convinced that he had been murdered by his friend. Their suspicions were not altogether
unjustified, as on the critical night the two men were drinking together in the sus-
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pect’s house. Next day in the morning, being a farmer, the suspect went to his fields
in a horse-drawn cart. The neighbours interpreted these facts in the following way:
the men got drunk, had an argument and a fight, one hit the other too hard and
killed him. On the next day, the ‘perpetrator’ moved the body away and buried it
in the forest or in a field, or threw it into the bog. The missing man’s friend had no
motive – on the contrary: they were both soldiers in the same unit during the Second
World War. There were no witnesses because both men were widowers. The villagers were so positive in their conviction that they threatened to lynch the man they
suspected. He took the threats seriously and wanted police protection, demanding
that they lock him up in a local jail. Apart from the slander, there was no other basis
for charging and arresting him.
I prepared two CQTs and two SPOTs. The first SPOT was concerned with the date,
or more precisely with the day when the two men last met, while the other focused
on the way of disposing of the body.
The test concerning the day of the last meeting consisted of naming the days of the
week from Monday (question 1) to Friday (question 5).
The subject claimed that his friend went home late on Tuesday evening, after they
had had their drinks. In the test, Tuesday was marked as No. 2. The neighbours
believed that he had disposed of the body on Wednesday, i.e. on the day following
the drinking night (question No. 3). A reaction to the question No. 3 (Wednesday)
would have meant that the subject had seen the missing man a day later than he had
declared, i.e. he would have been lying about essential circumstances of the case.

Fig. 1. The SPOT chart for the day of the last meeting. The answer to the question No. 2 was ‘yes’, but
no changes in the parameters indicating a lie were recorded (only blood pressure was slightly increased).
There was no reaction to the question No. 3, but there was an external manifestation of emotions – difficulties in swallowing. I did not repeat the test. The subject’s pulse rate was over 110.
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The SPOT concerning the place where the missing man’s body might be had six
options.
1. Did you bury your friend’s body in the forest?
1. Did you bury your friend’s body in the field?
3. Did you throw your friend’s body into a river?
4. Did you throw your friend’s body into a bog?
5. Did you hide your friend’s body in your farm?
6. Did you cart your friend’s body away with the manure?
If the man had hidden the body outside his farm, he should have displayed a reaction to question No. 6 (carting the body away) and to one of the questions from 2
to 4. After the pre-test discussion of the test questions, the subject said that his friend
must have been going along the river on his way back and, being drunk, he probably
slipped (it was the beginning of winter and the ground was very slippery) and fell
into the water. It was the question No. 3. The man declared that he will also say ‘no’
to this question, because he could not be sure that this was what had really happened.

Fig. 2. The first SPOT chart concerning the manner of disposing of the body.

The most visible changes in the chart follow question No. 3. The parameters of
the blood system show high general activation: high diastolic pressure (small cardio
amplitude) and fast pulse rate (95-102). However, there were no reactions to the
options considered as more probable (burying the body in the field, burying it in
a forest, throwing it into a bog).
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Fig. 3. The second SPOT chart concerning the way of disposing of the body.

In the second chart, the relatively largest changes (in the GSR and blood pressure)
follow question No. 3. The subject reacted thus to the option he considered the most
probable, and therefore his reaction was of no diagnostic value. Most importantly,
there were no significant reactions to the questions concerning carting the body
away and the manner of hiding it, which were suggested by the villagers in their
testimonies (burying it in the field, burying it in a forest, throwing it into a bog).
Secondly, the decrease of general level of activation in comparison to the first test
chart is diagnostically significant: a decrease in the diastolic pressure (increase in the
amplitude of the blood pressure tracing) and slowing down of the pulse (pulse rate
was 100), especially well visible in comparison with the first SPOT chart. Only the
depth of the breathing changed.
The parameters recorded in the first CQT chart testified to the subject’s great emotional activation (considerable changes in the diastolic blood pressure and the GSR),
but the reactions to the relevant and control questions were the same. In the consecutive charts, the diastolic blood pressure decreased as did the GSR reactions. The
reactions following the relevant questions were not greater than those following the
control questions. The subject also reacted strongly to all the neutral questions. These
parameters spoke to the subject’s advantage – it was hardly possible that he had committed a murder.
The analysis of the second SPOT chart proved that the subject’s activation decreased.
The test’s tracings were essential for the final diagnosis. In both the techniques applied (CQT and SPOT), the general emotional motivation decreased. Considering
the subject’s critical situation (fear of the neighbours’ revenge), this had an additional
diagnostic value and spoke in favour of the opinion ruling out the version according
to which he had committed the murder.
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The results of the examination were confirmed a few days later, when the body was
found in the river and the autopsy showed that the victim was alive when falling
into the water. The cause of death was drowning. The body carried no traces of injuries that may have caused death, no traces of battery, while there were substantial
amounts of alcohol in the blood. The prosecutor dismissed the case.

Case 2
The charts of three people involved in the case of a 15-year-old girl who went missing in the summer of 1991 constitute an argument in support of the significance
of the SPOT in inferring about a person’s involvement in a murder. The girl lived
with her parents and a younger brother in a village. On the critical day, she went on
a bicycle ride and never came back. The search for the girl lasted for over 8 months,
but neither she nor the bicycle were ever found. Some villagers claimed that the
girl’s mother cheated on her husband and suggested that because of that the girl and
her mother had had a violent argument. They said that the girl had been beaten by
her mother or her lover, who later hid the body and the bicycle. The police officers
were so persuaded by this version that they wanted to arrest both of them after the
polygraph examination. The girl’s father also underwent the examination because of
a guess that he might have agreed to an illegal adoption of the child by people living
abroad. The fourth subject of the examination was the owner of the neighbouring
house, who was suspected of raping and killing the girl.
I examined the subjects about 9 months after the event. Apart from the CQT, I applied several SPOTs. The CQT charts have been presented in another article, where
I did not include the SPOT charts (Jaworski 2004).
During the pre-test interview the girl’s mother said that she was convinced that her
daughter was alive and would soon be found. She admitted that she was depressed
because of the suspicions surrounding her and the gossip her friends and neighbours
had been spreading. Her declaration could be as much true as it could be false – it
could have been an attempt to justify her reactions during the tests.
She did not react to the relevant questions in the CQT or in the second and third
CQT charts. Additionally, general physiological parameters showed a considerable
decrease of general activation in the consecutive charts: decrease of the diastolic pressure and slower pulse rate. Following the CQT, I applied three SPOTs, each of which
was repeated once. The first SPOT was concerned with the way of disposing of the
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girl’s body, the second with the way of hiding the bicycle, while the third was concerned with the name of the perpetrator or accomplice.
Was the girl’s body:
1. cremated?
2. drowned?
3. buried?
4. covered with dirt?
5. hidden in a rubbish dump?
6. hidden in the forest?

Fig. 4. The examination of the mother suspected of murdering her daughter. The first SPOT chart
concerning the way of hiding the body. The test questions present six options.

Fig. 5. The examination of the mother suspected of murdering her daughter. The second SPOT chart
concerning the way of hiding the body.
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In both charts of the test, there are no reactions to one question. The pulse rate was
relatively high (over 100 in the first SPOT, and below 100 in the second SPOT).
However, two parameters, namely the great amplitude of blood pressure and the
sharply decreasing GSR tracing, show that the general emotional activation decreased in either chart. The tendency intensified when the test was repeated. All this
proves that the subject did not feel threatened by the issues covered in the test. The
test charts prompt the conclusion that she did not hide her daughter’s body.
The above requires a general remark: the questions in the test were not formulated
correctly, as some had very similar content. The word ‘buried’ approximates the
meaning of the phrase ‘covered with dirt’, while the next two ‘hiding in the rubbish
dump’ and ‘hiding in the forest’ might consist in burying the body in these places,
for which reason two separate tests should have been prepared. One should have
focused on the way of disposing of the body: burying, covering in concrete, sinking,
burning. The number of options at the disposal of an ordinary person is limited;
it increases in the case of organised crime, when more ‘sophisticated’ methods can
be used: dissolving in acid or another chemical substance, destruction with the use
of lime (I have seen such cases in my practice). The other test should have focused
on the place where the body might be, but determined geographically: a residential
building, farm outbuildings, somewhere in the fields, a forest or more unusual places
like a lake, gravel pit, rubbish dump, etc.
The content of the questions in both tests must take into consideration the geographical features of the area, e.g. whether in a city or in the country. Some ways
of hiding the body are impossible in densely built-up areas. Preparation of the test
should take into account whether the subject had access to a car or indeed owned
one, which gives them a better opportunity of transporting the body and thus offers
more options of disposing of it.
Further on during the examination two charts of the test concerning the place and
manner of hiding the bicycle were administered. There were eight options. In the
first chart there were no reactions to any of the questions.
Considerable changes in the galvo tracing following the questions Nos 6 and 7 are
visible. I decided that they were coincidental, because they did not appear when the
questions were asked for the second time. Moreover, there were no changes following
the questions Nos 6 and 7 in the first chart of the test. Halfway through the test, the
woman’s emotional activation visibly decreased: the amplitude of the blood pressure
tracing increased, and the GSR tracing distinctly decreased. The pulse rate was 95100, i.e. quite high.
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Fig. 6. The examination of the mother suspected of murdering her daughter. The second SPOT chart
concerning the way of hiding the body. The questions were repeated.

The next SPOT was concerned with the name of the potential murderer. It included
seven names. The question No. 3 featured the subject’s name, the question No. 6
featured her lover’s name. The reaction to question No. 3 would have had a diagnostic value, because it might have been caused by the syndrome of being ‘groundlessly
accused’. If, however, the reaction to the question No. 6 had been greater than that to
the question No. 3, it could not have been a coincidence. The question No. 3 played
the role of a particular ‘comparison’ question in relation to the question No. 6.

Fig. 7. The examination of the mother suspected of murdering her daughter. The SPOT chart concerning the name of the potential murderer. The woman reacted neither to her own name nor to the name
of her lover (question No. 6).

This chart shows that the subject’s breathing was irregular. All the remaining parameters indicate that general emotional activation decreased: the amplitude of the
blood pressure tracing increased, the GSR tracing shows the tendency to decrease.
The pulse rate is 95-100.
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The analysis of the CQT test proves that she was not involved in the girl’s disappearance and the SPOT proves that she did not know the key details of the event
(the place(s) where the body and the bicycle had been hidden), the ‘knowledge of
the perpetrator’ test reveals no reaction to the name of a possible perpetrator (or coperpetrator) and to her own name.
The issues with which all the tests were concerned were quite drastic for the subject,
not only because of the way the questions were formulated with all the suspicions
focused on her, but also because throughout the polygraph examination the woman
was convinced that her daughter was alive and would be found. The relevant questions in the CQT and the issues covered in the SPOT could potentially shatter her
hopes and thus the tests could have caused strong emotions. Yet, the physiological
parameters shown above indicate to the contrary as they show a decrease of emotional activation, therefore the woman did not perceive the test questions as a source
of threat. I stated in the expert opinion that the combined analysis of the CQT and
the SPOTs rules out the woman’s participation in the murder.
The subject’s pulse rate in the presented charts is quite high (about 100), approximating that of the perpetrators. It decreases in the consecutive charts but only insubstantially. The diastolic blood pressure in the second SPOT chart decreased distinctly. In
this respect the difference between the subject’s chart and those of the perpetrators
is significant. There is also a great difference in the GSR tracing between the woman
and the perpetrators.

Examination of the lover of the missing girlʼs mother
The man was the mother’s lover and their relationship may have caused the quarrel
between the girl and her mother. The prosecutor adopted the view that the man had
cooperated with the woman, at least when hiding the body. Apart from the CQT,
I administered two SPOTs (hiding the body, hiding the bicycle), where the questions
were the same as in the woman’s case.
In the first chart of the test concerning the body, the subject did not show any reactions to any options named in the test.
There are no reactions to the options formulated in the test questions in the second
chart. Only at the beginning of the test there were there irregular changes in blood
pressure. The remaining parameters testify to the decrease of emotional activation:
a constant decreasing tendency of the GSR tracing, regular breathing, at the end of
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the test the diastolic pressure decreases. These parameters prove that the test questions do not cause any emotions in the subject. On the basis of the charts, I concluded that it was hardly possible that the man had anything to do with hiding the
girl’s body.

Fig. 8. Examination of the mother’s lover – the alleged co-perpetrator in the murder of a girl. The second SPOT chart – the place where the body was hidden.

Fig. 9. Examination of the mother’s lover – the alleged co-perpetrator in the murder of a girl. The second SPOT chart – the place where the bicycle was hidden.

Physiological parameters in both SPOTs prove a continuous decrease of the subject’s
emotional activation: the breathing is rhythmical and of constant depth, the amplitude of blood pressure is high, and the GSR tracing tends to decrease.
Evaluation of the SPOTs: if the subject had been the murderer, he would have
known the details of the event formulated in the questions. If the girl’s mother had
been the perpetrator, considering the lapse of time after the event, she would have
spoken about the event and then the subject would have known the places where
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the body and the bicycle had been hidden. He would not have been able to suppress
the activation caused by the issues covered in the tests, even if the questions had not
mentioned the actual places where the body and the bicycle had been hidden. His
participation in the murder of the girl had to be ruled out.
The subject’s pulse rate in the SPOT charts was over 90, decreasing to 90 in the last
test. The value is quite high, approximating the pulse rate of the perpetrators. The
difference in the blood pressure tracing is distinct; in the innocent person it decreases
distinctly, especially the diastolic pressure. There is a great difference in the GSR tracing between the innocent and the perpetrators.
The accuracy of polygraph examination is assessed almost solely in relation to individual subjects. Yet, in my opinion in the cases when two or more people are
suspected of cooperating in committing a crime, it is justified to carry out a combined analysis, consisting of an assessment whether there is a correlation between the
content of relevant questions and the subjects’ reactions to them. In the discussed
case, I presented a combined opinion stating that the girl may have been murdered
by two people:
‘If it is assumed that one of the two co-murderers could hide emotions or control the
physiology, it is almost impossible that both were able to do that. Theoretically possible but hardly probable in the case of one person, it is impossible that two people
assumed to have cooperated in committing the murder display light and weaker reactions to relevant questions than to control questions. It is also virtually impossible
that their general activation would decrease during the examination. ‘Controlling’
such parameters is difficult and hardly probable. This may be accomplished by one
person, but it requires knowledge and the subject would have had to be trained in
‘cheating’ the polygraph. The situation that both potential co-perpetrators possessed
such characteristics letting them simulate emotions or control their physiology may
practically be excluded’.
This opinion surprised the police and the prosecutor as it defied the hypothesis which
they considered certain. Yet, the prosecutor accepted the results of the examination
and decided not to arrest the mother and her friend. The police did not accept the
opinion so unequivocally favourable for the subjects and still looked for the evidence
incriminating the woman and her lover.
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Examination of the neighbour of the girlʼs parents
The CQT and SPOT were also administered to the neighbour of the girl’s parents.
When formulating the CQT questions, I adopted the gravest hypothesis, i.e. murder. In two charts the man’s reactions were stronger to the control questions than to
the relevant questions, including the question ‘Did you kill the girl?’. At the same
time, his general emotional activation increased in the second chart (the diastolic
blood pressure increased considerably, there was smaller blood pressure amplitude),
and the breathing tracing was extremely distorted. During the test his face was red
(Jaworski 2008). After the second CQT chart, I administered the SPOT concerned
with the place and the manner of hiding the body (the same questions as in the test
administered to the girl’s mother).

Fig. 10. Examination of the neighbour of the girl’s parents. The SPOT chart (place of hiding the body).
The test featured 7 options. GSR tracing in the automatic mode.

During the SPOT (hiding the body) the amplitude of the blood pressure was minimal and breathing was very irregular. The parameters prove that even though none
of the options named in the test directly activated him, the problem formulated in
the test caused very strong emotions.
After that test, the subject refused to take part in the examination, so I was unable
to repeat that test as well as the CQT in the ‘mixed questions’ version. The subject’s
pulse rate was the fastest of all the examined people – 110 beats per minute. Out
of the four examined people, only his results were incriminating, even though there
seemed to be no objective reasons for his anxiety. The SPOT was of utmost diagnostic significance in formulating the final expert opinion concerning the subject,
considering that in his CQT the reactions to the control questions predominated –
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the test revealed that the man was strongly activated by the issue of hiding the body.
I formulated it in the following way in the expert opinion: ‘a person emotionally
uninvolved with the issues formulated in the tests displays opposite proportions of
reactions after control-stimulating tests. The examination itself could not have been
a source of activation for Z.P. (the neighbour of the girl’s parents) because the greatest irregularities would have occurred in the first chart and would have decreased in
the consecutive ones. The subject’s reactions are to the contrary: after he had realised
that the examination was effective, he became even more activated’.
The opinion, however, was ignored by the police and the prosecution. That man
was never interrogated. If he had been interrogated immediately after the polygraph
examination, he would probably have revealed what he knew about the case, the
perpetrator would have been apprehended sooner and additional incriminating evidence would have been discovered.
Even though the polygraph examination ruled out the woman’s involvement in the
murder, the police still suspected her. A few months later, when the girl’s body was
eventually found, they showed it to her, claiming that she should identify the corpse
(which was unnecessary because a court-appointed doctor had already identified the
girl on the basis of her teeth). In fact, they expected a psychological effect resulting
in her confession. On showing the body, a police officer officially charged her with
the murder of her daughter but the prosecutor dismissed the charges. In fact it was
a case of persecuting an innocent woman.
Failing to interrogate the neighbour and charging the victim’s mother with murder
(despite the fact that such a hypothesis was ruled out by the CQT and SPOT) proves
how ignorant the police officers and the persecutor were about polygraph examination. They found the gossip spread by the residents of the village more credible.
The line of the investigation changed only after an accidental discovery. The real
perpetrator underwent polygraph examination, confessed to the murder, and was
convicted (Jaworski 2004). He said that he had been walking along a dirt path in the
forest when the girl had unexpectedly run into him on her bike. He had pushed her
and she had hit her head against a tree. She showed no signs of life and he decided to
hide her body. He went home to get a spade and returned to the forest to bury her.
He passed by the garden of the girl’s parents’ neighbour at least twice. It was then
that the neighbour must have seen him. The perpetrator’s confession confirms the
result of the neighbour’s examination: he must have linked the missing girl with the
strange ‘saunters’ of the young man who he knew between the forest and the house
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(the search for the girl began on the day when she went missing). The neighbour
guessed who had killed the girl and where and how he had disposed of her body. The
perpetrator said that he had hidden the bicycle in the forest but it was never found.
It is doubtful whether the neighbour’s chart should be presented together with the
charts of the other innocent people. He was ‘innocent’ in terms of the suspicion of
murder. His reactions in the CQT suggested that the hypothesis was wrong (the
reactions to the control questions were greater than those to the relevant questions).
However, other factors indicate that he was indirectly involved in the event: he knew
who the murderer was and concealed that knowledge. The factors include physiological parameters recorded in two CQT charts (the gradually increasing diastolic
blood pressure and the degree of disorder in the rhythm and depth of breath). The
disorders reach the maximum in the SPOT tracing presented above (this tendency
was contrary to the tendencies present when the victim’s mother was examined. They
also include external manifestations of emotions, which, however, cannot be verified
objectively. The conclusion that the subject’s emotions increased is confirmed by his
behaviour: a refusal to take part in the rest of the examination after the first SPOT.
The assessment of the increase of the subject’s emotional activation contributed to
the accuracy of the expert opinion: in the consecutive charts the diastolic pressure increased, the rhythm and depth of breathing also increased and the external manifestations of emotions intensified. These features prevented ruling out the subject’s involvement in the murder. In my opinion the evolution of physiological parameters in
the consecutive test charts is underestimated in the numerical analysis of the charts.
It is worth noting that the case discussed above proves that a holistic assessment of
charts is more accurate than numerical one: if the numerical assessment consisted
solely of the comparison of the proportions between the reactions to the relevant and
control questions, the subject would most likely have been diagnosed as NDI, because
the reactions to the control questions were greater than those to the relevant ones.
The previous article proposed the hypothesis that the SPOT greatly affects the perpetrators’ emotional activation, while the discussed case proves that the tests cause
strong emotions also in the people indirectly involved in the event, i.e. witnesses.
The diagnostic significance of this fact is exceptionally important when we consider
the claims of the opponents of the polygraph (and especially of the CQT) that the
reactions to the relevant questions predominate in innocent subjects.
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Case 3
I applied the ‘knowledge of the perpetrator’ test when I examined three people suspected of attempted murder of a sentry. The sentry survived the attack but his gun
and ammunition were stolen. The implement used in the assault was found nearby
(it was used in the visual SPOT). According to the victim, there were two attackers
familiar with military slang. Thus the adopted version assumed that the attacker was
a soldier who cooperated with another soldier from his unit or a civilian acquaintance from the nearby town. There were a handful of indisputable facts that incriminated the suspected soldier.
The polygraph examination was administered to the suspect and his two most probable accomplices. Apart from the CQT, a visual SPOT (implement) as well as the
SPOT with the names and nicknames of the subject’s several friends were applied. In
the CQT everyone reacted to the control questions and in the SPOT no-one reacted
to the critical question. There were no changes in the test chart, therefore I did not
repeat it. This decision was also influenced by the earlier results of the CQTs and the
absence of reaction in the SPOT when the implement was shown.

Fig. 11. Examination of the main suspect. The chart of the SPOT with the names of the probable accomplices in the assault on the sentry. There are no reactions to the names featured in the test, including
the subject’s own name – No. 3.

For all the subjects, the SPOT charts were similar to the one presented above – there
was no reaction to the names or nicknames featured in the test. Physiological parameters proved that the subjects were not exactly activated emotionally: the pulse rate
did not exceed 80, there were no disturbances in the rhythm and depth of breathing,
neither were there any changes in the blood pressure.
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The prosecutor was convinced that the facts incriminating the suspected soldier were
obvious. He did not accept the result of the polygraph examination and claimed
that the soldier was the perpetrator, but that he had simply managed to cheat the
polygraph expert. The prosecutor demanded that the examination be repeated. The
suspect agreed and I repeated the examination, modifying the questions to reduce
the effect of habituation. In the second chart, the subject’s reactions to the control
questions were the same as those to the relevant questions. The subject’s involvement
in the event had to be ruled out.
The military police officers were more positive about the test results and they adopted another theory, which also involved the soldiers who had already completed their
military service. The military police also analysed police reports, looking for the events
where the perpetrators had used the type of gun that had been stolen. After a few weeks,
they discovered a series of attacks on car drivers who were robbed of their money under
a threat of a gun. Several victims described the attackers and their identikit portraits
were made. One of them corresponded to the description of a soldier who had done
his military service in the unit in question. It also turned out that he was wanted by the
police for murdering two people. Although, after collecting a great deal of money, the
criminals escaped abroad, they were eventually arrested and convicted.
The polygraph examination confirmed its accuracy concerning the ‘innocent’ people
suspected of an attempt of murder and robbery of a gun and incriminated by other
serious circumstantial evidence. Accurate assessment of the examination results by
the military police officers and the change of the line of reasoning as to who the
perpetrator had been made it possible to determine the real perpetrators who by the
way proved to be very dangerous criminals.
The CQT charts and the SPOT (presentation of the implement) did not confirm
the examinees’ involvement in the assault and their knowledge about the implement
used by the perpetrator; therefore I resigned from repeating the SPOT. The SPOT
was not very useful in the final assessment of the results of the examination of the
individual subjects, but it was impossible to foresee that before the examination
commenced. An opposite effect was expected due to the number and significance
of the facts incriminating the main suspect (there were definitely two perpetrators).
The SPOT was not repeated, so we cannot assess whether at all or how the physiological parameters constituting the manifestations of emotions would have changed.
They can only be compared with the average parameters. They approximated the
‘resting’ parameters (relaxation): pulse rate below 80, no changes in blood pressure,
flat GSR tracing, uniform rhythm and depth of breathing. These parameters were
completely different in the case of the perpetrators.
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Case 4
I applied the ‘knowledge of the perpetrator’ test when I examined people suspected
of murdering a young girl in 1997. She was a member of a gang composed of youngsters, 19–25 years of age. The gang was led by two men, a Pole and a Ukrainian. Before she met her death, the woman was tortured, which proved that the perpetrators
wanted something from her. The police assumed that gang leaders killed the woman
because she was about to pass information concerning the gang’s activity, probably
documents and/or material evidence, to the police. According to the police, the gang
smuggled stolen cars and/or illegal drugs from Poland to Russia and Ukraine, but
in fact they smuggled anabolic steroids, which the police did not know. At that
time, anabolic steroids were not considered pharmaceuticals in Poland, and their
distribution was not punishable by law. Only several years later were they classified
as prescription drugs available only at the chemist’s with any other form of distribution illegal. Therefore, the term ‘criminal gang’ in this context is not correct from the
legal point of view, but it corresponds to the hypothesis adopted by the police. The
gang had a motive for murder, which was confirmed by the fact that the girl had been
tortured. The Polish gang leader had an additional motive, because the victim was his
girlfriend and he had an affair with another woman. Suspicions concerning the gang
members intensified by the ostentatious way in which they secured their alibi: on the
day of the murder, the gang visited a few bars in another town. The police assumed
that visiting bars aimed at creating an alibi, so that one of the gang members could
leave the company and slip away for a short period of time and kill the woman. Both
gang leaders denied the charges, while all the remaining gang members unanimously
testified that no-one had left their company. The decision to administer polygraph
tests to everyone, i.e. 4 men and 3 women was reached. The examination was applied
a month after the murder. A CQT was applied to all the subjects and an additional
test based on Keeler’s assumptions was applied to the two main suspects. A SPOT
with the names (pseudonyms) of possible perpetrators, including the subject’s name,
was also applied to five people. It played the role of the ‘comparison question’: a reaction to one’s own name is highly probable also in the case of an innocent person;
however, if the subject had reacted more strongly to another name or pseudonym, it
would have had great diagnostic significance, i.e. it could not have been an accidental
reaction, which could be explained with the syndrome of a ‘groundlessly accused’
person.
The reactions to the control questions predominated in the CQT charts of all the
subjects, which proved that they knew nothing about the event and the perpetrator.
In the SPOT charts of four subjects there was no reaction to any names or pseudonyms; additionally, their parameters proved that they were not emotionally activated
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with the issues covered by the tests: their pulse rate was 80 cycles per minute and
only in the case of one of the main suspects it was 90. The SPOT charts were an
important reinforcement of the CQT results, because all the examined men took
hormones (steroids), which may have affected their physiological parameters. This
may have caused a risk of committing an error in the CQT, especially that I had
never experienced such a case before. The men were body-builders and took steroids.
They took part in illegal boxing matches in Ukraine. Their other source of income
was selling steroids in Poland and Ukraine. I had to rule out that the subjects (including the Polish leader of the gang) had committed the murder or knew who the
perpetrator was.
The charts of the other main suspect were an exception: his pulse rate exceeded 100
and in the CQT he reacted very strongly to the additional question No. 11: Do you
know why the perpetrators did it? At the same time his reaction to control question
No. 6 was decisively greater than that to relevant questions No. 5 and 3. This proportion was seen in two CQT charts. In the additional test based on Keeler’s technique,
the GSR tracing showed that he had reacted very strongly to the question No. 11:
Did the perpetrators act on someone’s orders? The test was administered without
cardio tracing, because during the second CQT chart the subject complained about
the pressure of the cuff (sic!). The second CQT test was interrupted after question
No. 9. The remaining charts, including the SPOT, were administered without the
cardio tracing (I did not record the blood pressure).
During the test the subject displayed external manifestations of emotions: his face
was red, he bit his lips and closed his eyes.
The expert opinion concerning the examination of this man was as follows:
‘This subject is not a direct perpetrator but it was he who ordered the murder (possibly not confiding in his friend). He did not contact the perpetrators but their boss,
therefore he does not know their names and appearance. If he knew them, the reaction to question No. 3 in the control questions test would have been much stronger’.
The polygraph examination was very helpful in resolving the case; firstly, it ruled out
an almost certain hypothesis that the suspects were directly involved in the murder.
Secondly, it revealed a new fact: the role of one of the subjects as the person who had
arranged for the murder to be committed. This role of the suspect was substantiated
by the following parameters:
• the repeatable and strong reaction to the additional relevant question No. 11 in
the CQT,
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• in the R-I test, reaction to a similar question as the question No. 11 in the CQT,
• absence of reaction to his own name in the SPOT.

Fig. 12. The examination of the subject suspected of murdering the woman. The SPOT chart concerning the possible murderers. The GSR tracing in the automatic mode. The subject’s name is at No. 9.
The movement of the pen following name No. 8 is untypical (it is preceded by a peak, which is not
the subject’s natural physiological reaction). The peak was caused by a movement of the fingers or one
deep breath. The reaction did not repeat after the name was repeated further on during the test. Notes:
czerw. at the beginning of the test – reddening of the face; p.w. – biting of the lips. The pulse rate is
undetermined, in the first CQT it was 102.

From the legal point of view, the person instigating a murder is liable to a more severe
punishment than the actual murderer. However, the opinion of an expert is not the
same as legal assessment, and the prosecutor did not charge the suspect, only incriminated by the result of the polygraph examination, with instigating murder. It is also
worth noting that even though the suspect’s reactions were strong and repeatable, they
occurred only in one parameter (GSR) and in the external manifestations of emotions.
The latter, however, are subjective and cannot be verified. It would be unrealistic to
expect that a prosecutor would treat them as the solid basis for formulating the charges.
The chance of identifying the possible murders was low, because almost certainly
they were Ukrainians – the suspect’s friends. The suspect was a foreigner (Ukrainian).
At that time, there were many citizens of the former Soviet Union in Poland. Some
formed gangs involved in stealing and smuggling cars, robbery, and extortion. The
Polish police did not have a good insight into the activities and composition of the
groups, especially that they often changed their places of residence and travelled between the countries. Before the polygraph examination the hypothesis that such people could have been involved in the murder had not been considered. Their names or
pseudonyms were unknown and they could not be featured in the SPOT. They had
enough time to leave Poland between the murder and the apprehension of the sub-
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ject. There were no traces enabling identification of the perpetrators in the place of
the crime. The prosecutor did not dismiss the case but suspended the investigation.
This test chart causes the same doubts as one of the cases discussed above – it is presented in the group of the ‘innocent’, because the subject was suspected of murder
(this was formulated in the CQT: question No. 5). The examination ruled out this
theory, but revealed another way of involvement, in this case: instigating murder.
There are also a few remarks exceeding the scope of this article, which nonetheless
seem important from the point of view of the psychology of the emotions. The external manifestations of emotions (reddening of the face and biting the lips) – furthermore increasing during the examination – were of great significance in formulating
the diagnosis. They proved that the subject reacted very emotionally. It might be
expected that the emotions would have predominated over the subject’s physiology
and would have caused strong reactions to all the relevant questions in the CQT (this
would be the argument of the opponents of the technique). The reactions did not occur, while the physiological parameters indicate to the contrary – the subject’s reaction to the control questions were stronger. This case confirms the correctness of the
assumptions of polygraph examination, because it shows that even great emotional
activation does not prevent the possibility of finding out precisely which details of
the case are the most important for the subject and which questions he or she perceives as the most threatening.
The subject displayed a reaction – quite strong – to only one of the relevant questions
in the CQT. Its significance was objectively much lower than the ‘strong’ relevant
question: ‘Did you kill the girl?’ The ‘strong’ question became a particular ‘comparative’ question due to its content, because it did not cause any reaction, while the
theoretically ‘weak’ question No. 11 caused a very strong reaction (which justifies the
name ‘Comparison Question Test’).
A standard comparison question test features only 10 questions, which includes 4
relevant ones. The relevant question No. 11 exceeded the regular CQT pattern, but
it was this question that played the pivotal role in determining the subject’s role
in the murder. Four relevant questions cannot always comprise all the issues that
might cause the subject’s emotions. In reality the suspect may not be the perpetrator
(relevant question No. 5) but a witness or an accomplice (relevant question No. 3),
a receiver of stolen goods (relevant questions Nos 8 and 9) or an instigator of a crime.
The investigators present their own theories about the subject’s involvement in the
event to the expert, but sometimes neither they nor the expert know what the real
involvement was. The questions do not always cover the real role which the subject
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played during planning, preparing and executing the crime, and while removing the
traces and disposing of the implements. If the test had followed the pattern to the
letter (the usual number of questions), the examination result would have been positive for the man, who would have been excluded from the circle of suspects, while in
reality he had instigated the murder.

Summary
The assessment of physiological parameters of the innocent subjects in the SPOT in
the presented cases has its limits, while a comparison of these parameters with the
charts of the perpetrators causes doubts as to the methodological soundness (lack of
a sufficient number of cases). There are as many as four reasons hindering the assessment.
First of all, the number of presented charts of the innocent subjects is small; they
are practically isolated cases and with tests featuring mainly names (given names,
pseudonyms).
Secondly, I did not repeat the SPOT if it did not cause any reaction and at the same
time the preliminary assessment of the CQT charts was positive for the subjects. This
makes it impossible to compare physiological parameters of the subject in at least
two SPOT charts in order to assess the evolution of the emotional activation. The
parameters recorded during a SPOT were compared with the first CQT chart, but
this article does not present them.
Another problem results from the fact that the category of the ‘innocent’ includes
the charts of two subjects (the witness of the behaviour of the possible perpetrator
after the murder and the instigator of a murder). I included them in the groups of the
‘innocent’ only because the version before the examination assumed that they were
the murderers, while their reactions to the control questions in the CQT were greater
than those to the fundamental relevant question (‘Did you do it?’). As I mentioned
above, physiological parameters of the two men in the consecutive CQT charts hinted at intensification of emotions and the subjects themselves also displayed external
manifestations of emotions. In principle, their charts should be presented in the
group of ‘the perpetrators’. Although the manifestations of emotions were distinct,
their assessment was subjective – and it cannot be verified. Both subjects interfered
with the examination: one refused to have his blood pressure and pulse recorded and
the other interrupted the examination. This behaviour is typical for ‘the perpetrators’. Both subjects were involved in the cases, but not in the way the investigators
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had originally assumed. Let me add here that this is my opinion and it has not been
backed by legal decisions.
Physiological parameters of the innocent subjects presented in the SPOT charts can
only be assessed visually, because the Lafayette polygraphs which I used did not record them digitally. A visual assessment is not precise and to great extent subjective.
Only one parameter – the pulse rate – lends itself to digital assessment, but with the
reservations mentioned above.
Physiological parameters of ‘the perpetrators’ and ‘the innocents’ in the SPOT
Pulse rate of the innocent subjects in the CQT and SPOT was higher than the
resting rate (and much higher in two subjects: case 1 Kuczyński, ataman) but lower
than that of the perpetrators. The pulse rate of all the innocent subjects was lower
in the SPOT than in the first chart of the CQT (the SPOT was administered after
the CQT).
Blood pressure: I estimate that the blood pressure of the innocent subjects was lower
in the SPOT than in the first chart of the CQT (the diastolic pressure decreased).
This was manifested by a greater amplitude of the tracking. When the SPOT was
repeated, the amplitude increased further.
GSR: I was responsible for making the assessment of the GSR tracking more difficult, because I sometimes used manual recording and sometimes automatic. The
manual recording seems more useful diagnostically, because the decreasing tendency
of this tracking is convincing when the subject’s level of activation is assessed (this
was seen in the innocent people; however, the number of the tests is very small).
Breathing: depth of breathing and the proportions between individual instances of
inhaling and exhaling as well as the rhythm of breathing seem to approximate the
resting state.
Showing the differences between ‘the perpetrators’ and ‘the innocents’ in a methodologically correct way would require the digital measurement of the parameters, which
is currently impossible.
It would be interesting to find out about the conclusions which other experts drew
when administering the SPOTs, and especially their opinion about their actual significance and potential differences in the behaviour of the perpetrators and the innocent people. It would also be important to carry out experiments to verify the existing hypotheses, even though it would be difficult to acquire such a level of emotional
activation which occurs in real perpetrators.
Remarks on the structure of the SPOTs
The presented examples confirm the correctness of the guidelines formulated in literature concerning the construction of the SPOT and the content of the questions.
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If the questions are not formulated according to the principles of logical division, the
experts mislead themselves. The results were seen in the case described in the previous article (the tests concerned the manner of disposing of jewellery and clothes) and
in this article in the test concerning the place of hiding the girl’s body by her mother
and the mother’s lover.
When the cases of searching for bodies are concerned, it should be added here that
preparing two tests (the first – the way of destroying or hiding the body; the other
– geographical location of the place of hiding) would have an additional benefit,
because the SPOT causes emotional activation of the perpetrators, which is precisely
what I try to show. In some cases it is so great that they are induced to confess or
behave in a way which unambiguously shows that they were involved in the murder.
The change of priorities in the analysis of the SPOT which I propose is also well
grounded in the case when the corpse is dismembered (several possible hiding places). The subject will probably react to at least two questions, but the issue will cause
considerable emotional activation, which will increase when the SPOT is repeated.
A greater number of tests of this type, when they are repeated, provides the expert
with more diagnostic premises.
A significant difficulty may be caused by the cases of polygraph examination of the
family members of the missing suspected of murder. The suspicion may be groundless, while the family members may be indignant about it and refuse to take part in
the examination. The proposal to apply the SPOT may intensify their negative attitude to the examination (the family do not want to accept the fact of death, being
convinced that the missing person is alive). In such a situation, the SPOT may be
concerned with clothes or an object which the missing person had on him or her.
Every CIT or SPOT makes sense if it includes several (more than four) options. The
problem with the tests concerning the problem of hiding the body also consists in
the fact that sometimes only two options are real and it is difficult to think of any
equally realistic ones. Some ways of destroying a body are difficult to implement: for
instance, cremating a body requires very high temperatures, lasts a number of hours,
and may be noticed by others because it causes a lot of smoke. In such cases, the
APA’s proposal concerning the content of the SPOT questions makes sense (Polygraph 2011), even though it may cause the doubts pointed out by Nakayama: the
content of neutral questions is radically different than that of ‘relevant’ questions,
and at least theoretically may cause a subject’s reaction to probable items (Nakayama
2002). If the SPOT aims at the assessment of the evolution of emotional activation
during consecutive tests, the reservations concerning the difference in the content of
items are, however, of lesser significance.
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50th Annual Seminar
of the American Polygraph Association,
Chicago, Illinois,
30 August–5 September 2015

The actual use of investigative
physiopsychological examinations
The 50th
jubilee Seminar of the American Polygraph Association was organised
in
Germany
around the theme Polygraph in the 21st Century in Chicago’s Hilton Palmer House
Hotel.
The American Polygraph Association (APA) is the oldest, most comprehensive,
and most prestigious organisation gathering polygraph examiners and people
professionally and scientifically involved in polygraph examinations from the
United States and several dozens of other states from all around the globe. Recently,
a number of similar regional associations were formed, yet they are either hardly
active (e.g. the British and European Polygraph Association) or develop in rivalry
to the American Polygraph Association (e.g. the International Society of Polygraph
Examiners), while such bodies could cooperate and complement each other. The
new Eurasian Polygraph Association gathering polygraph examiners and scientists
from a number of countries, mostly members of the former Soviet Union, shows
some perspective, yet perhaps at a later time. It is significant and noteworthy as
more polygraph examinations were recently performed in the area of its operation
than in the United States, not to mention Europe still uninterested in polygraph
examinations.
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What could perhaps be a rational solution for the future is the creation of a federation
of such associations, which, however, may not be practical at the moment for
political concerns. Nonetheless, a more numerous than usually representation of
polygraphers from the countries of the former Soviet Union (Russia, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, Belarus, Azerbaijan) at the Chicago Seminar is worth mentioning. This
time also the number of Polish delegates (5) was relatively large.
It seems that the cooperation between these key organisations could result among
others in joint scientific and research programmes, which would help to break
the psychologists’ bias against polygraph examinations, and – on the American
ground – result in collaboration between the American Polygraph Association and
the American Psychological Association. This in turn might have helped the APA’s
Polygraph magazine acquire the status of a scientific periodical and listing on the
Master Journal List with all the due consequences.
The annual American Polygraph Association seminars play a number of roles:
training, scientific, organisational, and community to mention the chief. The last is
not insignificant, as it allows direct contact between people dealing with polygraph
examinations from various countries and even continents. The speakers in the
workshop and training part are the most eminent scientists and practitioners, and the
discussions that follow the delivery of the papers allow wide exchange of experience.
Noteworthy addresses in this category included primarily the lectures by M. Handler
devoted to the ESS, R. Nelson PCSOT – A practical approach to interviewing and
target selection, M. Handler and P. Shaw’s: PLE Principles, and D.J. Krapohl’s –
Everything you ever wanted to know about screening but were afraid to ask.
A range of panel discussions were interesting, notably the one on Current issues in
polygraph, with participation of G.L. Vaughan, F. L. Bailey, D. Dutton, M. Handler,
D. Raskin, and P. Shaw. The highlights included discussions of problems with the
interview/interrogation (The tactical polygraph and interview/interrogation thoughts)
by L. Fragomeli (FBI) and M. Sullivan (Asst. US Attorney), Professor D. Raskin’s
The Utah technique, and Countrmeasures by Walt Goodson, APA President Elect.
This part also included demonstrations of polygraph equipment offered by prime
manufacturers: Lafayette Instrument, Axciton, Limestone Technology, and Stoelting
Company.
The purely scientific section was relatively modest. The lectures were dominated by
historical and legal issues, including the papers by Professor F. Horvath and S. Slowik
on the Birthplace of modern polygraphy, by L. Marcy on History of the APA: a human
perspective, and the highly interesting Polygraph and Confession Law by Gordon
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L. Vaughan Esq. There were relatively few scientific papers delivered by scholars,
a group that included a remarkable paper on The Wizard’s First Rule: Debunking
Common Myths in the Polygraph Profession about Countermeasures by Ch. Honts.
Professor D. Raskin not only delivered the aforementioned paper on the Utah
technique but also presented the Ocularmotor Deception Test, a new instrumental
light detection technique based on eyeball observation.
On the organisational layer, APA Presidency was transferred by Raymond Nelson
stepping down from the post to the President Elect Walt Goodson.
Awards and distinctions were presented, with a Pole, Marcin Gołaszewski, President
of the Polish Society for Polygraph Examinations, among the number of the awardees
as recipient of the David L. Motsinger Horison Award “for professionalism, loyalty,
devotion, and activity in support of people in the early stages of their career (up to
10 years)”.
The conference was organised perfectly, the monumental interiors of the Hilton
Palmer House Hotel awarded the due splendour, emphasising the special, jubilee
nature of the conference. The accompanying meetings favoured establishing personal
contacts between participants from various, often very distant countries.

Jan Widacki
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Report from the 1st International Conference
on Deceptive Behavior,
University of Cambridge,
24–26 August 2015

The actual use of investigative
physiopsychological
examinations
The first large-scale interdisciplinary conference
on deceptive behaviour, organised
by the University of Cambridge, took place from 24 to 26 August, 2015. Because
in
Germany
deception
research is fragmented among many disciplines and sub-disciplines, the
aim of Deception 2015 was to bring all practitioners and academics together.
The topics discussed included verbal and nonverbal cues of deception, interview
techniques, use of technologies to detect deception (e.g. polygraph, fMRI, EEG, eyetrackers, and motion capture suits), prevention of deception and fraud deterrence,
cultural differences, border-control, lying about intentions, self-deception, malingering,
and socially acceptable lying (e.g. white lies).
The conference encompassed seven symposia with interesting topics such as cues
of deceit, high stake lies, automated lie detection, guilty knowledge test, online
deception, tendency to lie, and interview techniques. There were also two poster
sessions, during which 45 posters (on display throughout the conference) were
presented. The best posters were awarded three prizes, with the first won by Adam
Harvey’s is presentation on The Verifiability approach in insurance contexts; exploring
the effect of the information protocol.
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A significant share of the papers concerned non-instrumental lie detection, utterance
analysis, micro expressions, and linguistic analysis of text for extraction of deceptive
cues.
Some researchers focused on instrumental methods of detection. Jay Nunamaker, the
Director of the Center for the Management of Information and the National Center for
Border Security and Immigration (BORDERS) at the University of Arizona, presented
the Automated Virtual Agent for Truth Assessment in Real-time (AVATAR), a screening
system whose technology is based on an array of non-invasive sensors to assess credibility
and to verify identity and documents while ensuring individual privacy. The AVATAR
may be useful for airports, visa processing, and personnel screening.
Sophie Van Der Zee from the University of Cambridge demonstrated motioncapture equipment, which can accurately measure differences in full-body movement
between truth tellers and liars. Motion capture suit can more objectively measure
nonverbal behaviour, and results of research suggest that liars move all limbs more.
There is a promise in the unobtrusive measurements. If ongoing research is successful,
the technology will increase applicability of motion-based lie detection.
Two special panel sessions included prominent deception researchers. Panellists in the
first special session were Aldert Vrij, Dan Ariely, Steve Porter, and Timothy R. Levine who
focused on the future directions in deception research. Aldert Vrij discussed interview
techniques and future directions in methods of cognitive lie detection in different
contexts. Steven Porter analysed ten ideas for lie detection research, including more
work on high-stakes deception and on affective and not just cognitive approaches. He
also wondered how police techniques should change to eliminate coerced confessions,
and Timothy R. Levine presented his Truth Default Theory.
Discussed in the second special session were Technology assisted lie detection, with Jeff
Hancock, Judee Burgoon, Bruno Verschuere, and Giorgio Ganis among the panellists.
The session was hosted by Ross Anderson, professor of Security Engineering at the
Computer Laboratory (University of Cambridge) and organiser of Decepticon 2015.
As Judee Burgoon told, detecting deception is an intrinsically complex problem,
linguistic analysis has recently given plenty of good results, while other indicators of
detection deception such as microexpression, kinesic analysis, and eye movements
may themselves be feeble, yet their fusion may be significantly better. The speaker
is working on detecting non-contact technologies and moves to real time. Remote
measuring of nonverbal behaviour in an accurate and objective manner will further
help bridging the current gap between theory and practice in improving ways to
detect deception.
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Giorgio Ganis wondered why we cannot find neutral correlates of deception, falling
back on his EEG analyses.
The conference gathered 160 researchers from many universities around the world:
University of Arizona, University at Buffalo, Stanford University, Huddersfield
University, Lancaster University, Maastricht University, Dalhousie University,
University of Portsmouth, and of course University of Cambridge. Joanna Ulatowska
from Poland (The Maria Grzegorzewska University) discussed eye movement
tracking as a potentially accurate tool for distinguishing between truths and lies.
During a poster panel, Karolina Dukała from the Institute of Psychology of the
Jagiellonian University presented a poster on The effects of training police officers and
prosecutors in deception detection by CBCA or non-verbal cues, Anna Szuba-Boroń from
the Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski Kraków University presented a poster on Polygraph
examination and non-instrumental detection of deception in Poland, and Justyna
Sarzyńska and Marcel Falkiewicz (University of Social Sciences and Humanities) –
a poster reinforcing the concept that Form of instruction influences neural correlates of
deception. Present among the delegates from Poland was also Marcin Gołaszewski,
President of the Polish Society for Polygraph Examinations (PTBP).
Two special practical sessions accompanied the conference. The first entitled
Thiefspotting portrayed deception from a more practical perspective and was
conducted by Bob Arno, a pickpocket expert, who presented latest tools and
techniques to spot sophisticated diversion thieves. In the second session, Martin S.
Taylor presented another fascinating practical implication of deception: magic and
the role of suggestion.
The conference was organised at the Lecture Theatre in the William Gates Building
in Cambridge, and the Best Poster Award Ceremony took place at King’s College,
one of the finest examples of Gothic English architecture.
The idea of gathering together researchers, practitioners and students from different
disciplines interested in detection of deception should be appreciated, not unlike
the idea that instrumental and non-instrumental methods of lie detection should be
complementary. It would be good if there were more polygraph experts involved in
the conference discussions, especially on instrumental lie detection.

,
Anna Szuba-Boron
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Poligraf: problemy i perspektivy
primeneniâ (in Russian)
(Polygraph: problems and perspectives
for applications),
The actual use of investigative
EKA, Moscow 2014,
physiopsychological examinations 224 pp.

in Germany

The book is a collection of articles by Russian authors and documents on the use of
polygraph in Russia. A large share of articles were written by Yaroslava Komissarova.
Majority of articles published in the book had previously been printed in various
magazines and/or collections. All the texts practically remain in the convention and
paradigm binding in Soviet and Eastern Bloc academic literature on methods of
investigation, a science that was not too aptly referred to as ‘criminalistics’.
The authors of the individual sections of the book are both scientists (Y. Komissarova,
B. Alyev, A. Goltsov) and heads and staff of various Russian state services and
institutions (Y. Drobyazka, I. Myagkich, A. Pielnitsyn, A. Soshnikov, O. Zhbankova,
P. Moltschanov, K. Zubrilov, and A. Egorenkov). The education of the authors also
differs, as their number includes e.g. lawyers and physicians. The scientific and
informative value of individual sections varies greatly too.
The first text On the concept of polygraph use in the Russian Federation is by
Y. Drobyazk, Y. Komissarova, and N. Myagkich is followed by another On the
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scientific grounds for polygraph application by A. Pielnitsin and A. Soshnikov
reprinted from Ekspert-kriminalist magazine (2011, No. 2). In turn What does
a polygraph actually detect? by A. Pielnitsyn, A. Soshnikov, and O. Zhbankova had
earlier been published in Vyestnik kriminalistiki (2011, 2 (38)). Y. Komissarova’s
article on The tasks, matter, and scope of psychophysiological court expertise with
the use of the polygraph was also published in Bibliotyeka Kriminalistiki – Nauchnyi
Zhurnal (2011, 3 (4), pp. 251–275), while her text On polygraph acceptability in
criminal trials is published in the volume discussed for the first time.
The lie-detector in US criminal procedure by A. Goltsov is a reprint from Zhurnal
Rossiyskogo Prava (2009, 4, pp. 72–85); also the text by A. Egorenkov on The expert
practice of applying psychophysiological examinations in traffic offences in Kaluga
province had been published earlier (Okhrannaya Dyejatyelnost’, 2014, 6). The same
issue is examined in P. Molchanov’s Psychophysiological expertise in criminal and
administrative cases related to traffic, previously published in Administrativnoe
Pravo i Protses magazine (2009, 3, pp. 28–29). In turn, K. Zubrilov’s Application
of polygraph examinations in TchOP (where TchOP stands for tchastnaya okhrona
pryedpriyatya i.e. private enterprise protection) had not previously been published.
The following text of Y. Komissarova on Polygraphology in criminalistics: myth or
reality had been published earlier in Bibliotyeka Kriminalista (2011, 1, pp. 96–108).
Aiming at a comprehensive portrayal of issues related to polygraph examination, the
text was unfortunately based on Russian literature only. The same author presented
two further texts: one on Problems with using the polygraph in fighting corruption
(the text of a paper delivered at a conference in Budapest on 16 May 2011) and another
one on Theoretical and legal problems in using the polygraph in contemporary Russia
(the text of a paper delivered at a conference in Sochi, on 11-14 October 2011).
An important component of the book are to expansive internal documents concerning
the conditions for using polygraph examinations in state institutions of the Russian
Federation and the methodology of the examination itself. The first of them was
published by the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA), Academy of Internal Affairs,
the Bureau for Special Non-invasive Measurements of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs in 2008. The other, from 2006, is a recommendation for psychophysiological
examinations with the use of polygraph, drafted at the conference of the Russian
Ministry of Internal Affairs in Saratov. It contains references to the laws binding in
Russia and specimen documents (including examination consent forms).
The value of individual parts of the book, whose majority are legal considerations,
is varied. The same is true about research, with studies being not as much scientific
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as general, and the knowledge presented hardly going beyond popular science.
Nevertheless, the book has high informative value and portrays state of the art
information on polygraph examinations in Russia, the current level of legal reflections,
and current and postulated directions for polygraph application.

J.W.
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I. Usikov: Effective measures
of pre-test interview;
V. Shapovalov: Technique for
psychological assessment of the
reliability in legal practice;
oftestimony
investigative
Osvita Ukraïny, Kyiv 2015

The actual use
physiopsychological examinations
in Germany

This small book, just 60 pages long, consists of two parts: two separate articles by two
authors, each with its own title. This double book is moreover bilingual: the texts are
published first in English and then in Russian.
The first part was written by Igor Usikov, a Ukrainian polygraph examiner, head
of the Ukrainian Bureau for Psychological Research and Safety, and president of
the Ukrainian Association of Polygraph Examiners. In his three-page-long text,
Usikov shares his personal experience from polygraph examiner practice. Rather
than a scientific work, these are a handful of practical remarks related to the actual
pre-test interview preceding polygraph examinations.
The author of the latter, more spacious part is Vitaliy Shapovalov, a polygrapher
and psychologist, deputy director of the Ukrainian Bureau for Psychophysiological
Research, who in his article presents various procedures of non-instrumental lie
detection, known from literature and based on the observation of verbal and nonverbal (behavioural) symptoms, and also utterance content analysis. As a matter of
fact the article is based on selected literature with works by Vrij and Ekmann missing.
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V. Knâzev, G. Varlamov: Poligraf i ego
praktičeskoe primenenie
(in Russian) (Polygraph and its practical
advantages),
use of investigative
Print-Tsentr, Belarus 2012

The actual
physiopsychological examinations
in Germany

A vital 850-page volume encompassing the entire scope of polygraph research,
ranging from a broad-brush history of lie detection, via the psychological grounds
of polygraph examinations, to contemporary examination techniques. It includes
a comprehensive treatment of history and contemporary practice of polygraph
examinations in Belarus, and partially also in Russia and the former USSR. Based
on ample and exhaustively exploited literature, the book is a major extension of
Detektor lžy na straže istiny (literally ‘Lie detector guarding the truth’, reviewed in the
European Polygraph, 2010, 4, 4 (14)), a book Knyazev published in 2009. The former
edition was only 360 pages long, therefore the very volume of the book increased by
the factor of nearly two and a half.
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The basic information for Authors
To publication will be accepts unpublished research papers as well as review article,
case reports, book reviews and reports connected with polygraph examinations.

The actual use of investigative
Submitted manuscripts must be written in English.
physiopsychological
examinations
All papers are assessed by referees (usually from Editorial Board), and after
in
Germany
a positive opinion are published.

Texts for publication should be submitted in the form of normalized printout (1800
characters per page) and in electronic form (diskette, CD), or sent by e-mail to
Editorial Office.
The total length of research papers and review article should not exceed 12 pages,
case reports – 6 pages, and other texts (book review, report) – 5 pages.
The first page of paper should contain: the title, the full name of the author (authors),
the name of institution where the paper was written, the town and country.
Figures should be submitted both in printed form (laser print, the best) and electronic
form.
Tables should be numbered in Roman numerals and figures in Arabic ones.
Figures, tables, titles of figures and titles of tables should be included on a separate
page. The places in the text where they are to be included should be indicated.
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The references should be arranged in the alphabetical order according to the surnames
of the authors.
The references should be after the text.
Each reference should include: the surname (surnames) of the author (authors),
the first letter of author’s first name, the title of the book, year and place of the
publication, the name of publisher, or the title of the paper, the full title of the
journal, the year, the volume, the number and the first page of the paper.
For example (in references):
Reid J., Inbau F. (1966), Truth and Deception: the Polygraph (“Lie-detector”) Techniques,
Williams & Wilkins, Baltimore.
Abrams S. (1973), Polygraph Validity and Reliability – a Review, Journal of Forensic
Sciences, 18, 4, 313.
and (Reid, Inbau, 1966), (Abrams, 1973) inside text.
Texts for publication in “European Polygraph” should be mail to:
“European Polygraph”
Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski Krakow University
ul. Gustawa Herlinga-Grudzińskiego 1
30-705 Kraków (Poland)
or e-mail: m.krasnowolska@gmail.com
oleg1998@gmail.com

Rules and regulations concerning publishing
papers in European Polygraph
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not published.
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concerning publication or rejection of an article.
6. If one of the reviewers provides comments and amendments, but does not disqualify the paper, the Editor pass the comments on to the author, asking for the
author’s opinion and any amendments.
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can appoint another independent reviewer.
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